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The fields of computer vision (CV) and artificial intelligence (AI) have undergone rapid advancements
in the past decade, many of which have been applied to the analysis of intraoperative video. These
advances are driven by wide-spread application of deep learning, which leverages multiple layers of
neural networks to teach computers complex tasks. Prior to these advances, applications of AI in the
operating room were limited by our relative inability to train computers to accurately understand
images with traditional machine learning (ML) techniques. The development and refining of deep
neural networks that can now accurately identify objects in images and remember past surgical
events has sparked a surge in the applications of CV to analyze intraoperative video and has allowed
for the accurate identification of surgical phases (steps) and instruments across a variety of proced-
ures. In some cases, CV can even identify operative phases with accuracy similar to surgeons. Future
research will likely expand on this foundation of surgical knowledge using larger video datasets and
improved algorithms with greater accuracy and interpretability to create clinically useful AI models
that gain widespread adoption and augment the surgeon’s ability to provide safer care for patients
everywhere.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Highlights
Topic: Intraoperative applications of computer vision (CV) and

artificial intelligence (AI)
Purpose: To provide today’s surgeon with a summary of the

history and recent advances in the field of CV and howCV is applied
in the analysis of intraoperative video.

State of the art: CV and AI can accurately identify operative
phases (steps) and tools in surgical video. In some cases, CV can
identify operative phases with accuracy similar to surgeons.

Knowledge gaps: Research still needs to be done to develop
algorithms that can better remember prior events in surgery to
improve identifications and accurately identify deformable soft
tissue structures.

Technology gaps: Training the algorithms requires a relatively
large number of surgeon-annotated images and high-powered
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computing, which are not readily available in many operating
rooms.

Future directions: Future research will build on the foun-
dation of surgical phase and instrument recognition using
larger video datasets and improved algorithms with greater
accuracy and interpretability to create clinically useful and
impactful algorithms that can augment surgeons and lead to
safer surgery.
Introduction

Imagine operating under the watchful gaze of a surgeon who
has done thousands of cases, seen every complication, never tires,
and is ready to provide guidance at any moment. Artificial intelli-
gence (AI) hopes to one day make this a reality. AI found little
traction in the operating room before the last decade, because we
could not teach computers the most important sense for a surgeon:
sight. Research instead taught computers surgery indirectly with
machine learning (ML) techniques that used data streams from the
operating room, like electrosurgical energy device activation and
human-annotated presence of tools. Without sight, AI was
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operating blindly, and its procedural understanding was inflexible
and limited.

Recent advancements in computer vision (CV) have used deep
learning to give computers human-like image recognition abil-
ity.1 Deep learning processes information through networks of
multiple neuron layers, which allows computers to learn complex
tasks.2 One common neuronal arrangement, the convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), has a structure similar to a human’s
visual cortex, which facilitates learning the complex task of visual
object recognition particularly well.3 The robust nature of CNNs is
important. For example, it is possible to train a traditional ML
algorithm to recognize a particular instrument; however, this
training is brittle and will likely fail once visual conditions
change. Surgery is filled with visual disturbances, like smoke,
blood, varying port site locations, and blurry cameras. CNNs, like
humans, can more readily cope with these conditions and make
appropriate identifications.

Using CNNs, researchers can now reliably teach computers to
recognize objects in surgical images. Surgery is a process where
past events influence future ones and is, therefore, best repre-
sented with video rather than a few photographs. However, re-
searchers encountered performance limitations when they
applied image recognition techniques to surgical video; com-
puters could not fully understand a time point in the surgery
because they had no context. They had a visual cortex but lacked
the memory part of their “brains.” This shortcoming was
improved by adding long short-term memory (LSTM) neural
networks, a “memory cortex” equivalent, to improve
performance.4

The combination of CNN and LSTM gives computers the visual
and temporal learning abilities to begin to understand surgery.
Current research focuses on teaching computers 2 primary features
of surgery: identification of the surgical phase (step) and identifi-
cation/tracking of surgical tools. Even though automatically
recognizing phases or instruments may not be valuable per se, al-
gorithms have to reliably infer these fundamental surgical ele-
ments to understand the surgical context and provide information
of higher surgical value.5 The following sections will describe AI
advances in these areas, which follows the previously described
evolution from classical ML methods without video input, to visual
understanding through CNNs, the addition of temporal memory
with LSTMs, and more recent advances.

Automated identification of surgical phases

Teaching algorithms to understand operative events has been
a focal point of surgical AI research. Similar to a medical student
learning the operation’s phase, researchers first trained algo-
rithms to automatically identify the phase at a given time point.
Prior to the CV revolution, computers had difficulty using video
data and instead relied on ML techniques to learn from “com-
puter-friendly” data streams, such as human-annotated binary
tool presence (ie, a tool present in the surgical field at a certain
time) and activation times of electrosurgical energy devices. ML
techniques like hidden Markov models (HMM), random forests,
and support vector machines were applied to laparoscopic sur-
gery (whose operative phase is often predictable from the limited
tools used) with successes in cholecystectomy and hys-
terectomy.6e10 Some of these early successes also incorporated
basic video processing to determine visually distinct events, like
extracorporeal camera cleaning.6

Prior to widespread use of CNNs, processing video data was a
herculean task for traditional ML algorithms; 1 minute of high-
resolution surgical video contains 25 times more data than a
high-resolution computed tomography scan.11 To circumvent this,
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initial efforts using surgical video relied on techniques to first
reduce the amount of information in an image then learn from this
reduced data. Efforts included phase identification in cholecystec-
tomy, sleeve gastrectomy, and ophthalmologic procedures.12e14

Like most CV methods of the time, they required a large amount
of “hand-crafting” to achieve high accuracy on a particular collec-
tion of videos, which hampered their wide-spread utility.

CNNs allowed researchers to create accurate and generalizable
AI algorithms to recognize surgical phases. Twinanda et al’s land-
mark work in 2016 created EndoNet, a CNN capable of highly ac-
curate phase recognition in laparoscopic cholecystectomy, along
with the first publicly available reference dataset Cholec80.15 They
found that their identification performance was hampered by the
CNN’s lack of temporal context, which was improved by adding a
traditional temporal ML modeling technique (HMM) to help with
identification consistency. Similar works have augmented plain
CNNs with HMMs or alternative techniques (like light gradient
boosting machines).16,17 A big milestone though was giving ma-
chines the temporal memory ability through LSTMs to improve
their identifications through knowledge of previous surgical
events. This technique found rapid uptake to create accurate phase
recognition in laparoscopic (cholecystectomy, sleeve gastrectomy,
and colectomy), ophthalmic, and endoscopic (peroral endoscopic
myotomy) surgeries (Fig 1).16e23 These algorithms can identify
phases with 85% to 90% accuracy, which at first may seem low but
actually equals inter-surgeon agreement when they annotate the
same images.16,20

Now that reliable and accurate phase recognition has been
achieved, the most recent advances have focused on incremental
improvements to the CNN/LSTM base for small (1%e5%) accuracy
boosts. Some efforts use additional input streams, like tool recog-
nition to finetune phase recognition.15,24 Others improve the
memory component of the neural network, incorporating recent
advances beyond LSTM to improve the computer's memory of
previous events, which makes for more accurate identifica-
tions.18,25 A last group of recent advances addressed a looming
problem: data availability. Ideally, we would train these algorithms
with thousands of videos. This many videos are simply not yet
recorded, and even if theywere, surgeons would also need towatch
and label them to generate annotations fromwhich the algorithms
can learn. To ameliorate this, researchers have made training more
efficient with “pre-training,”where algorithms are given unlabeled
surgical video data so they, independently, begin to recognize
regular patterns occurring in surgery (eg, temporal ordering of
different images or surgery duration).26e28 Another tactic has been
to have the machines teach themselves on machine-generated
annotations created after they learn from only a few videos.
Though seemingly paradoxical (machines improving by learning
from what they self-generated), this method has led to improved
performance.29

Automated identification of instruments

AI identification of instruments, just like surgical phases, un-
derwent a stepwise evolution. Initial efforts were severely limited
by the inherent difficulties in image recognition, but one success
included tracking of surgical tooltips in retinal surgery.30 The field
blossomed after the incorporation of deep learning and CNNs.
Reliable detection of an instrument’s presence in a video frame was
obtained for various laparoscopic and cataract surgeries.15,31,32 In
parallel, the field worked to discriminate precise instrument out-
lines in the images with newer systems, even tracking the tips of
instruments in real time (Fig 2).33e36 As seen before, incorporation
of a “memory component” led to improved performance over visual
(CNN) only models.37 Even more than with phase training, training
rsity from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on February 10, 
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Fig 1. Automated phase recognition in per oral endoscopic myotomy. Left half of image represents predicted operative phase in dark blue and surgeon-annotated GT in red.16 (Color
version of the figure is available online.) GT, ground truth.
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a system to recognize instrument outlines is a time-intensive task,
as the machine learns from a surgeon’s manual outlines of an in-
strument’s location. Efforts addressing this have included pre-
training methods, like first having the algorithm self-teach the
discovery of relevant visual features to standardize videos’ colors
(similar to “white balancing”), which has reduced the need for
annotations by 75%.38 Another technique trained a network from
only binary tool presence annotations and obtained good results for
tool localization and tracking.39

Future directions

The past decade’s advances in deep learning have given com-
puters the visual and memory capabilities needed to process sur-
gical video and achieve human-like recognition of surgical phases
and instruments. This ability is akin to intern year; it lays the
foundation on which to build true surgical understanding. Our
current technology can already perform rudimentary automated
assessment, such as case difficulty assessment from phase recog-
nition with “surgical fingerprints,” operative performance
Fig 2. Illustration of automated tool tracking in conjunction with automated predic-
tion of remaining duration of a surgical phase.28,29,39
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assessment from real-time tool tracking, identification of
critical events in surgical procedures (eg, the critical view of
safety), and highlighting of key anatomy (eg, hepatocystic
structures).16,34,35,40e42

With advances in virtual reality simulation technology yielding
early versions of automated surgical coaches,43 interest has grown
in investigating applications of the above-described CV functions
for surgical coaching. The translation of CV to surgical education is
an area of innovation with high potential for impact for both
trainees and practicing surgeons. One can certainly imagine a
virtual surgical coach providing formative feedback through
quantitative metrics such as time spent in each operative
phase,20,25 use of instruments per operative phase, and time spent
performing specific tasks such as retraction or dissection.44 CV
could also assist a virtual coach in highlighting key areas of
anatomy or safe and unsafe areas of dissection, allowing surgeons
to review their operations with AI-augmented feedback. While
early work has begun on translating advances in CV to automated
surgical coaching, additional research will be required before a
virtual surgical coach of this nature is ready to leave the investi-
gative arena.

To fully and effectively transition CV for surgery to the educa-
tional and clinical domain a few hurdles must be overcome. First, to
be robust, AI models must learn from not just hundreds of 1 in-
stitution’s videos but likely thousands of videos from multiple in-
stitutions. We must seek to collect a diverse dataset from different
patients, practice patterns, and techniques to minimize bias and
optimize generalizability. The more examples of surgical tech-
niques, anatomic variants, and patient conditions we feed the
models, the better they will be. Second, we need to develop
improved metrics to measure the model’s performance beyond
simple accuracy. A surgeon who can identify 99% of the anatomy
but fails to recognize the critical 1% of structures should receive a
failing grade. Third, we need to design these models to maximize
their explainability.45 One way to improve explainability is to train
the models to localize anatomy and use that in their decisions.44

With the above directions and continued research, AI may even
 from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on February 10, 
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ultimately create that “ultimate surgical mentor” to help guide us
through cases and create safer surgery for patients everywhere.
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